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SUMMARY
A p-adaptive Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin method for the solution of wave problems is presented
in a challenging engineering problem. Moreover, its performance is compared with a high-order continuous
Galerkin. The hybridization technique allows to reduce the coupled degrees of freedom to only those on the
mesh element boundaries, while the particular choice of the numerical fluxes opens the path to a superconvergent post-processed solution. This super-convergent post-processed solution is used to construct
a simple and inexpensive error estimator. The error estimator is employed to obtain solutions with the
prescribed accuracy in the area (or areas) of interest and also drives a proposed iterative mesh adaptation
procedure. The proposed method is applied to a non-homogeneous scattering problem in an unbounded
domain. This is a challenging problem because, on one hand, for high frequencies numerical difficulties
are an important issue due to the loss of the ellipticity and the oscillatory behavior of the solution. And
on the other hand, it is applied to real harbor agitation problems. That is, the Mild Slope equation in
frequency domain (Helmholtz equation with non-constant coefficients) is solved on real geometries with
the corresponding perfectly matched layer to damp the diffracted waves. The performance of the method
is studied on two practical examples. The adaptive Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin method exhibits
better efficiency compared to a high-order continuous Galerkin method using static condensation of the
interior nodes. Copyright c 0000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wave propagation is a challenging problem present in many engineering applications. Acoustic
waves, electromagnetism and vibrations are examples of physical phenomena that are modeled with
wave equations. The assumption of a harmonic solution leads to Helmholtz-type wave equations,
with non-constant coefficients in the general case. Solving this problem for high frequencies leads
to numerical difficulties because of the loss of the elliptic character and the oscillatory behavior of
the solution. The key issue is the control of the so-called pollution effect, associated mainly with
the dispersive nature of the numerical waves. Many techniques have been proposed in the past to
reduce the pollution effect. Stabilized finite elements [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] is probably the most popular.
Embedding the oscillatory behavior of the solution in the approximating functions is another option
to improve accuracy, see for instance [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].
An interesting application of wave propagation in an inhomogeneous media is the
refraction/diffraction of sea waves over an uneven bottom in an unbounded domain. The so-called
Mild Slope equation (MSE) is a widely used model to simulate the propagation of sea waves
from the open sea to the interior of the harbor. Due to the importance of the MSE in engineering,
various numerical models have been proposed, among those, finite differences [13, 14], finite and
infinite elements [15, 16], finite elements coupled with boundary elements [17]. Nevertheless, in
engineering practice, the usual approach is standard low-order finite elements, namely, continuous
Galerkin (CG) with a piecewise linear or quadratic approximation [18, 19].
Recent results [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] reveal that high-order computations can be more efficient
than low-order ones. In fact, [23] indicates that high-order elements, in this case p ≥ 2, provide
better accuracy for same number of degrees of freedom (DOF), or require less computational cost for
a desired accuracy level, even for engineering purpose. Obviously, adjusting locally the polynomial
order of interpolation to the needs of a smooth solution, enables exploiting the advantages of highorder elements. However, p-adaptive computations in the context of CG have had little success
because they need special FE, such as FE with blending functions [26, 27], or mortar elements [28],
to impose C 0 continuity of the approximation, leading to a cumbersome implementation.
On the contrary, discontinuous Galerkin methods (DG) [29, 30, 31] provide a natural framework
for p-variable FE computations: an element by element discontinuous approximation is considered
and required continuity is weakly imposed through numerical fluxes.
DG methods are always hampered, compared to CG, by their larger number of DOF. Nevertheless,
recent contributions in wave propagation problems show more efficient DG computations compared
with their CG counterpart. They are restricted, however, to low-order approaches. For instance, in
[32], the interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin performs better than CG in the pre-asymptotic
range (large element size) for the Helmholtz equation. In [33], a discontinuous finite element
formulation of the Helmholtz equation is proposed, which also requires less DOF than CG for
properly chosen parameters. However, both [32] and [33] do not exploit high-order approximations,
they use linear functional approximations and compare the results with a standard CG (that is, a
non-stabilized approach). A comparison with, for instance, a GLS stabilized approach [2] would
have been more fair.
Note that for an honest comparison between CG and DG, CG should be implemented exploiting
the uncoupling of local (interior) DOF between elements. Until very recently, DG methods coupled
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interior nodes with neighboring element nodes, even for reduced stencil approaches such as interior
penalty methods [34, 30] and Compact Discontinuous Galerkin method (CDG) [31]. Under these
circumstances, as will be shown in the examples, the number of DOF for CDG is always larger
than CG for a given precision. Recently, however, a novel DG approach has been proposed where
every interior node is uncoupled from neighboring element nodes: the hybridizable discontinuous
Galerkin method (HDG), see for example [35, 36, 37, 38]. The similarity between hybridization
in DG and static condensation in CG is highlighted in [39]. For non-adaptive computations in
an academic wave equation example, HDG performs similarly to CG, providing almost identical
accuracy for a similar computational cost, see [39].
Furthermore, the particular flux choice in HDG provides an optimal converging approximation
not only for the solution but also for its gradient. Then, an element-by-element post-processing
technique induces a super-convergent approximation. This characteristic, unique of the HDG
method, is a major advantage for adaptive techniques: the post-process provides a reference solution
that can be used for error estimation purposes. The error estimator induced by the HDG post-process
proves to be reliable with a marginal computational cost. Here a p-adaptive HDG method with error
estimation induced by the local post-process is proposed for the solution of the MSE.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the problem statement for the MSE with a
Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) to model non-reflecting boundaries [40, 41]. The p-variable HDG
method for the MSE is recalled in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the error estimation and the
p-adaptive algorithm. Numerical examples in Section 5 demonstrate the applicability and good
performance of the proposed p-adaptive HDG method for problems of engineering interest such
as wave propagation in harbors.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT: THE MILD SLOPE EQUATION WITH PML
The MSE is a 2D Helmholtz equation with non-constant coefficients. Derived by Berkhoff in 1972
[42], the MSE describes the propagation of sea waves over a slow varying bathymetry, in shallow
and deep water, for bottom slopes up to 1/3 [43]. The linearity of the model and its range of
applicability make it a valuable tool for harbor agitation studies. Moreover, with the inclusion of
additional terms, it is possible to take into account non-linear effects such as bottom friction [44]
and wave breaking [45].
The MSE is derived after integrating along the vertical axis the 3D incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations with the assumption of inviscid fluid, small amplitude waves and slow varying bottom. In
frequency formulation, it is written as
∇· (ccg ∇η̂) + k 2 ccg η̂ = 0,

(1)

where η̂(x, y) ∈ C is the surface elevation function, k(x, y) ∈ R is the wave number, c(x, y) ∈ R
is the phase wave velocity, cg = dω/dk ∈ R is the group wave velocity, and ω ∈ R is the angular
frequency assumed to be constant in the whole domain in the MSE model, see [42] for more details.
The wave number k(x, y) is coupled with the depth function h(x, y) by means of the non-linear
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Figure 1. Computational domain with PML

dispersion relation
ω 2 = kg tanh(kh),

being g the gravity acceleration. Reflecting and absorbing boundaries ΓR , such as beaches, dikes or
breakwaters, are modeled by Robin-type boundary conditions
∇η̂ · n = ikαη̂

on ΓR ,

where n is the unitary outward normal at the boundary, i is the imaginary unit and α ∈ [0, 1] is a real
coefficient. It is equal to zero on totally reflecting walls and to one on totally absorbing boundaries,
see for instance [46].
An artificial boundary ΓNRB is considered to define the bounded computational domain Ω in R2 ,
see Figure 1. A PML is used to avoid reflections from outgoing waves, see for instance [40] for a
general presentation. A constant bottom depth is set in the PML region to obtain a non-reflecting
media. The problem to be solved is then
∇· (ccg P∇η) + k 2 sx sy ccg η = −sx sy B(η0 ),

in Ω,

(2a)

∇η · n − ikαη = −(∇η0 · n − ikαη0 ),

on ΓR ,

(2b)

P∇η · n − ikη = 0,

on ΓNRB .

(2c)

where η denotes the reflected wave and η0 = exp (ik0 d0 · x), with x = {x, y}, is the incident wave,
characterized by the wave number k0 and its direction d0 = (cos θ0 , sin θ0 ). The total wave is then
η̂ = η + η0 . Matrix P in (2a) is the anisotropy matrix defining the absorption in the PML medium.
Obviously, P = I outside the PML. The operator defined by the Berkhoff equation, see (1), is
denoted by B(·) and it is applied to the incident potential. The absorption parameters in the two
Cartesian directions are sx and sy . Equation (2c) is a first order absorbing condition imposed on the
PML exterior boundary to minimize wave reflections.
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3. HYBRIDIZABLE DISCONTINUOUS GALERKIN FOR THE MSE
The domain Ω is partitioned in a set of nel disjoint elements, Th = {Kj : j = 1, . . . , nel } with
boundaries ∂Kj defining the set of element boundaries ∂Th = {∂K : K ∈ Th }. For two neighboring
elements K + and K − of the collection Th , ∂K + ∩ ∂K − is the interior side between K + and K − ,
and for elements K along the boundary, ∂K ∩ ∂Ω is the boundary side. The set of interior sides
is Ehi , while the global set of interior and boundary sides is denoted as Eh . Edges are generically
denoted by F , i.e. F ∈ Eh .
The following finite element spaces V h (Th ), Ph (Th ) and Mh (Eh ) associated to Th and to Eh are
also introduced

V h := v ∈ [L2 (Ω)]2 : v|K ∈ [P pK (K)]2 , ∀K ∈ Th ,

Ph := q ∈ L2 (Ω) : q|K ∈ P pK (K), ∀K ∈ Th ,

Mh := µ ∈ L2 (Eh ) : µ|F ∈ P pF (F ), ∀F ∈ Eh ,
where P p denotes the space of polynomials of degree ≤ p, while pK and pF are the polynomial
degrees in element K and side F respectively.
Remark 1
In general, the polynomial degree for elements, and sides, can vary from element to element,
and from side to side. More precisely, in all computations, given a map of elemental degrees,
the interpolation degree pF for a side shared by two elements, F = ∂K + ∩ ∂K − , is set as the
maximum value of the degree in K + and K − , that is pF = max{pK + , pK − }, and pF = pK when
F ∈ ∂K ∩ ∂Ω. This procedure ensures a well posed problem and the superconvergent properties of
the method, see [38].
The following standard scalar products are also defined
v, ω

Z


K

v · ω dΩ,

=

p, q

K

Z

Z


K

=

pq dΩ,

and

K

p, q

∂K

=

pq dΓ.
∂K

The HDG formulation is deduced from the first order system equivalent to (2a) over the “broken”
computational domain, namely
∇· σ − βη = f,

in Th ,

(3a)

Qσ + ∇η = 0,

in Th ,

(3b)

Jσ·nK = 0,

on Ehi ,

(3c)

Ehi ,

(3d)

on

Jη nK = 0,

with f = sx sy B(η0 ), β = k 2 sx sy ccg and Q = (ccg P)−1 . The jump operator J·K is defined in [47]
with the normal explicitly written to clarify the nature of the resulting function. The discrete weak
form is then stated for each element K : find σ h ∈ V h , ηh ∈ Ph and λ ∈ Mh such that


− σ h , ∇q K − βηh , q K + σ̂ · n, q


Qσ h , v K − ηh , ∇· v K + λ, v · n
Copyright c 0000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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K
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where σ̂ is a numerical flux and the subscript h is used to note that the unknowns of the problem
have been replaced by their discretized counterpart. Equation (3d) has been imposed in weak form
replacing the trace of η in (4b) by the new variable λ ∈ Mh , which is single valued in each edge.
The problem is closed imposing equation (3c) for each interior edge, and the boundary conditions
(2b) and (2c),
σ̂ · n, µ

∂Th

+ i ccg kαλ, µ

ΓR

+ i ccg kλ, µ

ΓNRB

= ccg (∇η0 · n − ikαη0 ) , µ

ΓR

.

(4c)

As specified in [35], the numerical flux is set in terms of λ as
σ̂ = σ h + τ (ηh − λ)n,

(5)

where τ is a positive stabilization parameter.
Note that, differently from other mixed methods, the same polynomial degree can be used for the
space of the primal unknown, Ph , and the space of its gradient, V h . This is due to the particular
form of the numerical fluxes (5), that provide stabilization to the formulation without the need of an
enriched space for the gradient variable.
The coefficient τ is a positive stabilization parameter, whose influence on the convergence
properties of the HDG method has been studied in [35, 48, 39]. It may be prescribed as a positive
value on every edge of each triangular element (all faces approach) [48, 39], or may be set to zero
except on a single arbitrary chosen edge of each element (single face approach) [35]. Both options
require τ to be large enough for stability, and both provide, for properly chosen values of τ , optimal
convergence in the solution η and its gradient σ , viz. order p + 1 in L2 norm. More precisely,
extensive numerical evidence [35, 39] shows that values of order one provide optimal behavior for
a dimensionless problem. Nevertheless, the single face approach presents an increased robustness
for the choice of τ , it allows using larger values without any remarkable impact in the solution,
see the numerical study in Appendix A. This is not the case for the all faces approach. When large
values of τ are prescribed in every edge superconvergence of the post-processed solution can be
lost. Note that this behavior induces an extra difficulty for equations with non-constant coefficients,
such as (2), because τ should vary in each element to account for the variability of the coefficients.
In conclusion, the single face stabilization parameter is considered here, that is

0,
τ=
τK ,

on ∂K\∂K τ
on ∂K τ

∀K ∈ Th

(6)

with a constant τK > 0, and ∂K τ an arbitrary edge of element K . A constant value τK is used for all
the elements, and a simple dimensional analysis leads to the following expression for the minimum
value of τK to be used
τK ≈ max{kccg |sx /sy |}.
(7)
Ω

Note that τ is defined element-by-element, thus an edge shared by two elements may have two
different values of τ .
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Figure 2. Degrees of freedom in a two element mesh of degree 5 for HDG, DG and CG.

Replacing the numerical flux (5) in the weak form defined by equations (4), and following [35],
the HDG method for the MSE becomes: find (σ h , ηh , λ) ∈ V h × Ph × Mh such that

− βηh , q K + τ (ηh − λ), q


Qσ h , v K − ηh , ∇· v K + λ, v · n

∇· σ h , q



K

(σ h · n + τ (ηh − λ)) , µ

∂Th

+ i ccg kαλ, µ

∂K
∂K

= f, q
= 0,


K

)
,

∀K ∈ Th ,

(8a)

ΓR

+ i ccg kλ, µ

ΓNRB

= ccg (∇η0 · n − ikαη0 ) , µ

ΓR

, (8b)

for all (v, q, µ) ∈ V h × Ph × Mh .
Note that, on one hand, (8a) is a local system in each element K that does not involve unknowns
of neighboring elements. Thus, (8a) can be solved element-by-element to express σ h and ηh as
functions of λ. On the other hand, equation (8b) is a global equation coupling variables of different
elements. Replacing σ h and ηh , solution of (8a) in terms of λ, in (8b) yields a global system on the
whole mesh skeleton for only one variable: the trace λ ∈ Mh . Recall that λ is single valued in each
edge F of the mesh. Once the global system is solved, σ h and ηh , can be recovered for each element
K using (8a).
Figure 2 compares schematically the location and number of DOF on two triangles interpolated
with polynomials of degree five for the HDG method, a standard DG method, such as CDG
[31], and CG with, obviously, static condensation of the interior nodes. Compared to other DG
methods, the hybridization technique in HDG reduces drastically the number of DOF for highorder approximations. With respect to CG, HDG has more unknowns due to the replication of
vertex nodes. However, the counterpart of this little increase in DOF is the flexibility of the
discontinuous approximation, which is advantageous for p-adaptivity, and the interesting superconvergence properties of HDG.
For a uniform p distribution, HDG with the particular choice of the numerical flux proposed
in (5) obtains optimal convergence rates of order p + 1 in the L2 norm, for the unknown ηh and
also for its derivative σ h , see [35]. This property is the key ingredient for a local element-byelement post-process of the HDG solution. Knowing σ h in the interior of each element and the
equilibrated fluxes on the edges with a p + 1 accuracy allows solving the differential equation (3b)
for the reflected surface elevation function. A new problem is defined from the divergence of (3b)
Copyright c 0000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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with the corresponding boundary condition, namely
−∇· (∇ηh∗ ) = ∇· (Qσ h )
−∇ηh∗

· n = Qσ h · n

in K,

(9a)

on ∂K.

(9b)

where ηh∗ ∈ P p+1 (K), ∀K ∈ Th . This Neumann problem requires for solvability the additional
constraint:
Z
Z
ηh∗ dΩ =
ηh dΩ.
(10)
K

K

ηh∗

This provides a super-convergent solution with errors of order p + 2 in L2 norm. The weak form
associated to equations (9) with constrain (10) is
∇ηh∗ , ∇q


K


ηh∗ , 1 K

= − Qσ h , ∇q

= ηh , 1 K ,


K

∀q ∈ P p+1 (K),

to be solved in a element-by-element fashion.
In case of non-uniform distributions of pK , for each element K the post-process solution ηh∗
belongs to the corresponding increased space, i.e. η ∗ ∈ P pK +1 (K). The super-convergence property
for the HDG post-processed solution is only proved for a uniform p distribution. Nevertheless,
numerical experiments confirm that the element-by-element post-process solution for non-uniform p
distributions improves the accuracy of the computation. Thus, here the post-process solution is used
to obtain an error estimate in each element through a low cost element-by-element computation.

4. ERROR ESTIMATION AND P-ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM
To ensure the quality of the FE solution, the accuracy of the computation must be evaluated and
controlled [49]. A posteriori computable error estimates are used to drive the adaptive process. Two
different approaches can be used for assessing the error: error indicators or error estimators, see
[50] for a general discussion. Error indicators are cheap to evaluate but, in general, are designed
for a specific problem and do not provide error bounds. Error estimators are more accurate and
general, can be used in linear and nonlinear problems, for instance [51], and can even produce
bounds of the exact solution [52, 53, 54, 55]. But a posteriori error estimators have a non trivial
computational overhead when recovery techniques are used [56], or when equilibrated fluxes must
be computed [57] and also in flux-free implementations [58]. Therefore, the super-convergent postprocess inherent in HDG is a important asset, which can be readily employed to estimate the error.
In the case of uniform pK the HDG post-process provides an asymptotically exact estimator [38], in
case of a non-uniform pK distribution, numerical examples confirm the reliability of this estimator.
The usual output for the engineering application considered here is the wave amplification factor.
That is, the ratio between the total wave-height, H = |η + η0 |, and incident one, H0 = |η0 |. The
latter is usually normalized given the linearity of the problem. Consequently, a measure of the
wave-height error in the domain of interest, Ωint (typically the area of interest in the interior of
Copyright c 0000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the adaptive strategy

the harbor) is prescribed below a user-given tolerance, ε, namely
max{EK |K ∈ Ωint } = Eint ≤ ε

(11a)

with EK being the error in element K , that is
2
EK
=

1
AK

Z  ∗
H − H 2
dΩ,
H0
K

(11b)

where H ∗ is the super-convergent wave-height (i.e. the post-processed solution) and AK the area
of element K . Instead of a point-wise error, here, the L2 norm is used in each element. Moreover,
in contrast with [59], the local elemental contribution is normalized by the element area [60]. This
error measure is bounded by the user-defined tolerance, and the post-process solution in HDG only
requires local computations. It is important to note that in wave problems, local adaptivity in Ωint
cannot lead to this goal because of pollution errors [61].
The adaptive strategy proposed here and schematically presented in Figure 3 is inspired from [62].
An iterative process is defined aiming at complying with (11). This process is based on estimating
the variation in the approximation order for each element in the computational domain to reach
the desired accuracy in the area of interest. Given an approximation obtained with a pK -map of
interpolation degrees, a p increment, ∆pK , is evaluated for every element, i.e. ∀K ∈ Th . The desired
pK variation in each element is computed as
l
m
∆pK = logb (EK /K ) ,

(12)

where d·e denotes the ceiling function, that is, a function that maps a real number to the smallest
following integer. Note that K , which can be different for each element, is a user-given tolerance
prescribing a desired element-error. Here, K = ε/γ for all elements in the area of interest Ωint and
K = γε for all elements in Ω \ Ωint , with a parameter γ > 1. Thus, the refinement is intensified
Copyright c 0000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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to reach the desired accuracy in the area of interest Ωint , and relaxed outside to reduce the
computational effort. A parameter γ = 2 has been used in the selected numerical tests, but good
results have been observed for γ ∈]1, 2].
As noted in [62] the logarithm base b also controls the behavior of the adaptive scheme. For a
fixed elemental error ratio EK /K , increasing b has the obvious effect of decreasing ∆pK . Thus,
small values of b yield drastic variations in the polynomial orders of the elements. This may reduce
the number of iterations until convergence but it can also produce a oscillatory pK -map around the
optimal one. On the contrary, large values of b yield slow p variations, the number of iterations to
determine the optimal pK -map is increased but it converges to the optimal map without undesired
oscillations. The optimal value of b depends on the prescribed tolerance ε. In the examples studied
here, good behavior was btained for 10 ≤ b ≤ 100, which corresponds to increase p by 1, i.e.
∆p = 1, for EK /K = 10 and 100 respectively.
In addition, an upper and lower bound for the order of approximation is usually defined, namely
p− ≤ pK ≤ p+ . Defining a suitable number of elements per wavelength is not a trivial task. A “rule
of thumb” usually suggests 10 linear elements per wavelength [63, 64] and, obviously, less than
4 linear elements is impossible. To roughly estimate p− and p+ , assume that high-order elements
require the same number of nodes per wavelength than linear ones, which is on the safe side because
as noted in [63] high-order elements require less nodes per wavelength. Since the number of nodes
per one wavelength is 1 + p(2π)/kh where h is the characteristic element size. A reasonable upper
bound for the degree of approximation can be estimated with p+ ≈ 10kh/2π and an absolute lower
bound by p− ≈ 4kh/2π . Note however that results are very insensitive to the prescribed lower bound
because the adaption process puts enough nodes even if a lower value for p− is prescribed. On the
contrary, the upper bound, which limits the maximum polynomial degree in the mesh, may have
an influence in the results if the elements are excessively large (for the desired tolerance and the
solution wavelengths). This can be avoided with an hp adaptive strategy. For the problem at hand,
h refinement was unnecessary even for very large elements (a characteristic element size equal to
incoming wavelength, i.e. kh ≈ 2π ) provided engineering accuracy was imposed (i.e. approximately
two significant digits) and p+ = 10, as suggested from the previous safe estimate.
Finally, it is important to note that in order to avoid drastic variations in the order of the
approximation, the difference in polynomial order between two neighboring elements is not greater
than a given value δ . This value is set to one as in [59] to avoid spurious wave reflections.
Nevertheless, the smoothing algorithm that imposes a maximum jump of δ is such that it ensures for
every element K that the retained value for the approximation is max{pK + ∆pK , pneighbor − δ, p− }
where pneighbor is the maximum order in any element sharing an edge with K .
The computation is typically carried out in the first stage on a uniform mesh with pK = p− and
the iterative adaptation scheme stops when the prescribed precision ε is attained in the area of
interest. Failure to converge to the desired accuracy is considered when in two successive iterations
the percentage of elements changing their order is lower than a given tolerance and, obviously, the
target ε is not accomplished.
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Figure 4. Problem statement for Mataro’s harbor (left) and wave amplification factor solution (right)

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The performance of the proposed adaptive HDG method is studied in real applications. One is a
medium size harbor (Mataro’s harbor) the other is a large one (Barcelona’s harbor). HDG adaptive
solutions are compared with high-order CG solutions, assessing the efficiency of the method in terms
of number of DOF of the linear system for the same accuracy in the area of interest. Obviously, no
analytical solution are available for these examples. The errors are computed using the proposed
error estimator for HDG. For CG and CDG the reference solution is computed on a p + 1 mesh.
Note that the computational overhead for CG and CDG is non-negligible and it is not introduced in
the comparisons. The efficiency of the HDG error estimator is also evaluated in the two test cases.
To do so, a reference solution is evaluated in each case with a high-order CG approximation on an
h-refined mesh. Since discretization errors are of concern here, the PML region is kept unchanged
in every computation, also for the reference computation.
5.1. Mataro harbor
Figure 4 (left) depicts the first problem statement, note that the PML region is highlighted. The
docking area is considered as the area of interest and it is shown in Figure 4. The physical boundaries
are also indicated, they are modeled as absorbing boundaries with α = 0.02 for dikes, α = 0.4 for
breakwaters, and α = 0.7 for beaches. The incident wave direction is 10◦ from the x-axis, which
should induce strong agitation in the interior. The wave period is 5s, corresponding to short waves
with a maximum value of the wavelength of about 40m in the PML region, and a minimum value of
25m in the interior of the harbor and close to the beach. Real bottom depth has been used everywhere
except in the PML region where constant depth is imposed. A high-order meshing software [65]
is used to generate an unstructured triangular mesh with a uniform characteristic size h ≈ 40m
everywhere in domain, except for the interior of the harbor where the mesh size is adapted locally
to capture all the relevant geometrical features of the docking area.
The wave amplification factor in the domain is also displayed in Figure 4 (right). Note the increase
of the wave-height (amplification factors larger than two) due to the bathymetry in the harbor
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Figure 5. Error vs. DOF for non-adaptive, i.e. uniform p (left), for HDG, CG and CDG. Efficiency of the
error estimator in HDG (right).
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Figure 6. Zoomed convergence curves for p-uniform CG and HDG and p-adaptive HDG computations.

entry and on the beach outside the harbor. Figure 5 (left) shows the convergence of the maximum
elemental wave-height L2 error in the area of interest, i.e. Eint see (11a), versus the number of DOF.
Each mark of the convergence curves corresponds to a simulation with uniform p; along each curve
p increases from 1 to 10 on the same mesh for CDG, HDG and CG. Observe that CG is always more
efficient (in terms of DOF) than non-adaptive DG methods for a similar accuracy. CDG is drastically
penalized by the interior element nodes. However, as expected, the number of DOF for HDG is close
to CG as p increases. In HDG only the vertices of the triangulation are repeated and this penalizes
low-order approximations. Note however, that run-time comparisons may be advantageous for HDG
at mid to high-orders because the structure of the information (constant bandwidth of block dense
matrices) allows important gains in today’s hardware, see for instance [39].
In Figure 5 (right), the efficiency of the error estimator used in HDG is evaluated for each

computation. The estimator efficiency is defined as Eint / max{ẼK |K ∈ Ωint } − 1, where ẼK
is the “real” elemental error; that is, the error computed with the reference solution (an overkilled
h-refined CG solution). The graphic shows that, in this case, the estimator is almost always
underestimating Eint . Moreover, the efficiency is, for most of the range of p larger than 1/2.
Comparisons with three different strategies of p-adaptive HDG solutions are depicted in Figure
6. To better appreciate the improvements, a zoom, with respect to the left figure, is shown and only
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Figure 7. Adaptive results for ε = 0.5 10−2 , p-map (left) and error map in area of interest (right)

the HDG and CG methods are plotted. Without recourse to computational efficiency of the different
schemes, p-adaptive HDG requires less DOF for a given accuracy compared with uniform CG. No
CG p adaptivity is compared because it is clearly more cumbersome to implement than in DG. This
figure illustrates the convenience of the p-adaptive technique, which allows to reduce considerably
the DOF of the computation, providing better performance than uniform CG approximations. This
test also shows the reliability of the error estimator in the task of driving an adaptive process.
This results are obtained with the methodology proposed in Section 4 and imposing two different
tolerances ε = 0.5 10−1 and ε = 0.5 10−2 (i.e. one and two significant digits [66], which cover the
usual engineering accuracy needs). The targeted elemental tolerance K was prescribed imposing
γ = 2. Since an almost uniform element size was is imposed equal to the incident wave length, i.e.
h ≈ 2π/k0 = 40m, the lower bound for the approximation order is p− = 4 and the upper bound
p+ = 10 is never a restriction. Two values of the parameter b, see (12), are also tested for the case
ε = 0.5 10−2 , b = 10 and b = 100, leading to almost the same converging point, the first one with
three iterations and the second one with five iterations. As expected lower values of b converge
faster. However, as noted earlier, if b is further reduced convergence can be lost, this is the case for
b = 2. Figure 7 (left) depicts the pK -map for ε = 0.5 10−2 . Note that high values of p are required
in the area of interest but also outside Ωint where interactions and water depth have an influence in
the accuracy in the area of interest. The elemental errors in the area of interest is shown in Figure
7 (right). Obviously, the maximum error is below the prescribed value ε, and the majority of the
element stay in a range of error comprised in one order of magnitude. Thus, a reasonably uniform
error distribution is achieved.
5.2. Barcelona harbor
In this example, the computational domain covers approximately 34.4km2 , see Figure 8. The ratio
between relevant small features, a few meters, and the horizontal dimension of the harbor, 10km,
suggest one of the challenges in this case. The computational domain is discretized [65] with 32 802
elements, 5% of which are in the PML area. The unstructured triangular mesh has a prescribed
uniform characteristic size h ≈ 50m in the outer region, which approximately coincides with the
incoming wavelength at high depth, while in the interior of the harbor the mesh size is adapted
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Figure 8. Barcelona harbor: statement of the problem.

Figure 9. Barcelona harbor: zoom in the areas of interest.

Figure 10. Barcelona harbor: bottom depth

locally to capture all the relevant geometrical features. Figure 8 highlights two non-connected areas
of interest and Figure 9 zooms to shown the mesh. To avoid tangled elements and improve the
quality of the mesh the technique proposed in [67] is used.
Figure 10 shows a map of the bottom depth. It coincides with actual data except for the vertical
left and right boundaries where it is smoothed to simplify the imposition of the PML conditions.
The PML region is located away from the area of interest, in a zone where the value of the bottom
depth does not affect the wavelength of the incoming wave. The incoming wave has a direction of
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Figure 11. Wave amplification factor in the Barcelona harbor.
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Figure 12. Analysis of the error estimate for the Barcelona harbor and uniform p HDG computations.
Comparison between Eint and the error computed with a reference solution for p = 5, . . . , 12 (left) and
efficiency of the error estimator (right).

202.4◦ from the x-axis and a period of 6s and, consequently, the incoming wavelength in the outer

boundary is 56m. The wave amplification factor is shown in Figure 11. Note that, with the selected
period of the incident wave, more than 200 waves are present in the computational domain.
Figure 12 (left) plots Eint (the maximum elemental L2 error in the wave amplification factor for
the area of interest) versus the number of DOF of the computation (solid line). Markers are plotted
for p = 5, . . . , 12 since p uniform HDG computations are performed. This curve (solid line), based
on the estimate of the post-processed solution, can be compared with the “exact” error (dashed
line) where the reference solution is obtained with CG, the same mesh, and p = 20. Note the good
agreement between the estimate and the “exact” error. To further study the estimate Figure 12 (right)
shows the efficiency of the error estimator as a function of p for these computations. Again, very
good efficiencies are obtained.
For the HDG p-adaptive simulations, the target accuracy is set to ε = 10−2 and ε = 0.5 10−2 ,
the lower bound for the order of the approximation is p− = 5 and again, there is no need to limit
the desired accuracy with an upper cap. To drive the adaptive process the parameter defining the
element target error is γ = 2. Figure 13 shows convergence for p-adaptive HDG and p-uniform
HDG and CG computations. For ε = 10−2 , only b = 10 is considered and convergence is obtained
with four iterations of the adaptive process. For ε = 0.5 10−2 , two values for b are compared: b = 10
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Figure 13. Convergence comparison between p-uniform HDG and CG for p = 5, . . . , 11 and three HDG
p-adaptive computations.

Figure 14. Map of the approximation order p at convergence, for the case ε = 0.5 10−2 and b = 10.

and b = 100. As expected less iterations (five) are necessary for the lower b while six iterations are
required for b = 100. Nevertheless, they both reach similar converged solutions. Note that every
adaptive computation induces a significative reduction in number of DOF compared to p-uniform
CG and HDG computations. As noted earlier if b is too small, viz. b = 2, oscillatory no convergent
p-maps can be obtained.
Figure 14 shows the distribution of order p for ε = 0.5 10−2 and b = 10. Note that the maximum
p is only imposed in small areas. Moreover, there is a certain correspondence between high p
and shallow waters where the wavelength is reduced, see Figure 10. As expected the p-adaptive
technique is automatically putting the necessary nodes per wavelength in each part of the domain.
Finally, the elemental errors in the docking area for the case ε = 0.5 10−2 and b = 10 are plotted
in Figure 15 with an almost uniform error distribution in the zone of interest.
Table I compares runtime, error and DOF in a p-refinement process for p-uniform CG and pvariable HDG to demonstrate the advantages of the p-adaptive HDG strategy. The desired accuracy
is ε = 0.5 10−2 . CG computations use uniform degree p. The error can be estimated with any
a posteriori error estimator. Here, for simplicity a new computation with uniform p + 1 is done
and, obviously, the runtime indicated in Table I for CG only accounts for the first solve with the
approximation of order p. For each iteration, the uniform CG degree is updated as the maximum
degree in the p-map obtained using (12). The table presents the degree p for each CG computation,
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Figure 15. Barcelona harbor: error map in the docking areas.
Table I. Barcelona harbor: runtime, error and DOF comparison for increasing p-uniform CG and p-adaptive
HDG the latter with a desired tolerance of ε = 0.5 10−2 and b = 10.

CG

HDG

iteration

0

1

2

3

4

p
error
DOF
runtime solve [s]

5
0.40
217 198
24

7
0.12
317 198
42

9
0.11 10−1
417 198
113

10
0.54 10−2
467 198
146

11
0.30 10−2
517 198
187

p or its range
error
DOF
runtime solve [s]
runtime err. est.[s]

5
0.24
300 000
64
17

5, . . . , 8
0.45 10−1
333 832
82
27

5, . . . , 10
0.19 10−1
362 028
100
33

5, . . . , 11
0.64 10−2
380 842
115
40

5, . . . , 12
0.36 10−2
384 951
122
42

its corresponding maximum estimated error in the area of interest, the number of DOF and the
runtime. Four iterations of this process are needed to attain the desired precision.
HDG uses the proposed methodology described earlier, in this case, with a refinement parameter
b = 10. The results are also shown in Table I. The first iteration uses the same mesh and p = 5 as the
first CG iteration. As expected HDG is more computationally expensive than CG but provides better
accuracy for the same discretization. Now, however, the post-processed approximation provides a
reasonable error estimate with a reduced overhead (one third of the coarse computation), it is also
indicated in the table. The following iterations have and adapted p distribution. The table shows
the range of p, the maximum L2 error in the area of interest, the number of DOF, the run-time for
the solution and the run-time for the HDG error estimate. Four iterations are also required to attain
the desired accuracy and the successive iterations show how the proposed p-adaptive algorithm
improves the efficiency of the HDG computations. Note that the sum over the iterations of runtimes
is 483 s for HDG and 512 s for CG and that any error estimator for CG will be more computationally
expensive than the post-process of HDG.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin method is applied to harbor agitation problem, which
requires solving the Helmholtz equations with non-constant coefficients in an unbounded domain.
The hybridization technique allows to reduce drastically the number of degrees of freedom of
the computation because the system of equations only involves unknowns on the element edges.
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Moreover, it opens the path to an inexpensive super-convergent post-processed solution that
characterizes an error estimate. This error estimate is centered in an engineering quantity of interest:
the wave height. The error estimator is used to, on one hand, prescribe a desired accuracy in the zone
of interest of the domain and, on the other hand, to drive an iterative procedure of mesh adaptation.
The proposed strategy both for the stabilization of HDG as well as for the adaption strategy shows
good results in two engineering wave propagation studies in real harbors. Fast convergence to
the desired level of precision is shown. The number of degrees of freedom for the proposed padaptive HDG method is below the high-order continuous finite element method (with, obviously,
static condensation for the interior nodes) at a given accuracy. Moreover, the proposed approach
incorporates an inexpensive error estimate. which is not the case for continuous Galerkin. This, is to
the authors knowledge, one of the first real engineering applications where discontinuous Galerkin
is shown to outperform continuous Galerkin.
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A. INFLUENCE OF THE STABILIZATION PARAMETER IN HDG CONVERGENCE
The convergence properties of HDG with single face stabilization parameter are studied here, for different
values of τK in equation (6). A scattering problem with analytical solution [68] is used for this analysis: a
plane wave is propagated over an constant horizontal bottom and scattered by a cylindrical object of unitary
radius. Figure 16 plots the convergence of the exact L2 error over the whole domain as the element size
decreases for the standard HDG solution (solid line) and its post-processed result (dashed line). Moreover,
this is done for different values f the degree of approximation p = 1, . . . , 4. The mean convergence rate
isdisplayed at the end of each convergence curve. Four graphics are shown, one for each tested value of τK ,
namely τK = 10n for n = 0, . . . , 3. As expected, the convergence characteristics improve as the parameter
τK increases. But recall that very large stabilization parameters affect the conditioning of the system of
equations. It is very important to note that the value provided by equation (7) in this case is approximately
50, which falls perfectly in the well-behaved range for τK .
Since p-variable discretizations are of concern in this work, the influence of τF varying with p is
studied next. To this end, Figure 17 shows p-convergence curves for τK = 10n pγ with n = 0, . . . , 3 and
γ = {1, 0, −1}. The major conclusion from these curves is that there is no improvement in imposing a τK
varying with p. The three cases behave similarly and this is important for a p-adaptive computation because
τK can be independent on the actual pF used on each mesh edge.
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